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ABSTRACT
Available potential energy (APE) is defined as the difference between total potential plus internal energy
of a fluid in a gravity field and a corresponding reference field in which the fluid is redistributed (leveled)
adiabatically to have constant stably-stratified densities along geopotential surfaces. Potential energy
changes result from local shifts of fluid mass relative to geopotential surfaces that are accompanied by
local changes of enthalpy and internal energy and global shifts of mass (because volumes of fluid elements
are not conserved) that do not change enthalpy or internal energy. The potential energy changes are examined separately by computing available gravitational potential energy (GPE) per unit mass and total
GPE (TGPE) per unit area.
A technique for estimating GPE in the ocean is developed by introducirtg a reference density field (or an
equivalent specific volume anomaly field) that is a function of pressure only and is connected to the observed field by adiabatic vertical displacements. The full empirical equation of state for seawater is used in
the computational algorithm. The accuracy of the estimate is limited by the data and sampling and not by
the algorithm itself, which can be made as precise as desired.
The reference density field defined locally for an ocean region allows redefinition of dynamic height
t..D (potential energy per unit mass) relative to the reference field. TGPE per unit area becomes simply
the horizontal average of dynamic height integrated over depth in the region considered. The 'reference
density surfaces provide a precise approximation to material surfaces fo r tracing conservative variables
such as salinity and potential temperature and for estimating vortex stretching between surfaces.
The procedure is applied to the MODE density data collected in 1973. For each group of stations within
five 2-week time windows (designated Groups A-E) the estimated GPE is compared with the net APE
based on the Boussinesq approximation and to the low-frequency kinetic energy measured from moored
buoys. Changes of potential energy of the reference field from one time window to the next are large
compared with the GPE within each window, indicating the presence of scales larger than the station grid.
An analysis of errors has been made to show the sensitivity of the estimates to data accuracy and
sampling frequen cy.

1. Introduction

Nearly geostrophic flow in the ocean is maintained
by potential energy stored as vertical displacements
of density surfaces relative to level (geopotential)
surfaces. If the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy
is less than the conversion rate from potential energy,
the flow accelerates or intensifies. If the conversion
rate is less, the flow weakens. An initially unbalanced
density field will tend to spin up toward a geostrophically balanced flow converting potential to kinetic
energy by flow down pressure gradients (Saunders,
1973). An initially unbalanced velocity field will convert kinetic to potential energy to approach geostrophic balance (Rhines, 1977). Processes of geostrophic adjustment have received considerable attention in the literature starting with Rossby (1938).
The major conversion of potential to kinetic en1
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ergy in the ocean occurs in western boundary currents such as the Gulf Stream. Potential energy accumulated in the ocean interior by heating and convergence of Ekman drift is converted to kinetic
energy in the Gulf Stream as the flow is accelerated
by the downstream pressure gradient. The conversion is partial because the constraints imposed by
geostrophy require a strong cross-stream slope of
density surfaces. Consequently, large quantities of
both kinetic and potential energies are converted
into the mesoscale range in the formation and breakdown regions of the Gulf Stream through a combination of barotropic and baroclinic instabilities (Rhines,
1977; Holland, 1978).
Significant conversion of potential energy may also
occur to the mesoscale through baroclinic instability
in open ocean regions where horizontal gradients of
density are sufficiently strong (Gill et al., 1974;
Robinson and McWilliams, 1974). Estimates from
oceanographic data of the potential energy available
for conversion to kinetic energy have not been used
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extensively in studying ocean dynamics. This may
be due, in part, to the lack of an acceptably defined
procedure for estimation. For small vertical displacements , the Boussinesq approximation for estimating
available potential energy suffices. For large vertical
displacements found in Gulf Stream rings, for example, this approximation cannot be expected to yield
accurate estimates. Barrett (1971) and Cheney and
Richardson (1976) used the anomaly of potential energy within the ring referenced to the surrounding
region to evaluate available potential energy. Reid
eta/. ( 1981) point out that this method overestimates
APE because replacement of a ring or eddy by the
surrounding density field does not satisfy mass conservation and, therefore, includes a contribution to
potential energy that biases the estimate.
Vulis and Monin (1975) estimated available potential energy for the North Atlantic by leveling the
entropy field (computed from observed mean temperature, neglecting salinity variations) with respect
to the pressure field. Their estimate of 700 J m- 3
averaged over the volume of the Atlantic is of the
same magnitude as the atmospheric available potential energy for the Northern Hemisphere calculated by Peixoto and Oort (1974). The error in neglecting salinity was not evalua ted.
Lorenz (1955) introduced the concept of available
potential energy (APE) in the study of energetics of
the atmosphere. He pointed out that no conversion
of potential to kinetic energy can occur if the density
field is uniform on geopotential surfaces. Such a
state represents a relative minimum of pote ntial energy . If the stratification is stable, no further reduction of potential energy is possible by adiabatic
processes. The potential energy, of course, can be
reduced further by nonadiabatic processes such as
heat and salt exchange through boundary fluxes and
internal diffusion. Lorenz defined APE as the difference between the potential plus internal energy
of the observed density field and a reference field
that is obtained by redistributing mass adiabatically
so that density is uniform on geopotential surfaces.
Lorenz used the sum of internal and potential energy in his definition. The total internal energy is
proportional to the potential energy assuming a perfect gas Jaw for the atmosphere. Because proportionality between the total internal and potential
energies does not hold for the ocean and because
changes of internal energy have a different distribution within a water column than the potential energy
changes, the potential energy changes are computed
separately.
Following the terminology introduced by Reid
et a!. (1981), we will define the difference of potential energy per unit mass of the observed density
field a nd the corresponding adiabatically leveled field
as the available gravitational potential energy (GPE)
and the vertical integral over the column as total
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available gravitational potential energy (TOPE).
Thus, the net or " true" APE is the sum of TOPE
a nd the internal ene rgy c hange per unit area. The
separation permits examination and comparison of
relative magnitudes and vertical distribution within
the water column that is not readily available from
the integral expressions for APE or from the enthalpy formulation used by Reid eta/. (1981).
The procedure for estimating GPE is applied to the
hydrographic data set obtained during the Mid-Ocean
Dynamics Experiment (MODE) carried out in 1973.
About 800 vertical profiles of temperature and salinity were obtained with CTD and STD profiles during
the 4-month duration of the experiment (Scarlet,
1975) to provide a unique description of the eddy
field in space and time. The measurements do not
permit an evaluation of the complete pressure field
relative to geopotential surfaces. Hence, evaluation
of GPE and APE are restricted to leveling with
respect to the pressure surfaces rather than geepotential surfaces. T he reference density field is a
function of pressure only so that no conversion of
potential energy to baroclinic motion can occur by
adiabatic processes. Barotropic processes are not
considered further.
The magnitude of APE is clearly dependent on the
region under consideration. In Lorenz's definition
the total potential energies were calculated for the
entire atmospheric mass. In the present discussion ,
the calculations are made for a small region of the
ocean (where data are available) to estimate local
storage of APE. It is assumed that locally defined
APE on the eddy scale is the appropriate estimate
for local mesoscale eddies. An adequate evaluation
of the appropriate choice of a region to define the
reference field for proper separation of mesoscale
and ocean scale contributions requires considerable
additional research and is recognized but cannot be
addressed in terms of the spatiaUy limited MODE data.
The classical definitions of dynamic height and
anomaly of potential energy (Sandstrom and Helland-Han sen, 1903; Fofonoff, 1962) are related to
the definition of GPE introduced in the present study.
The dynamic height 6.D is the potential energy per
unit mass relative to a reference ocean with temperature ooc and salinity 35%. The anomaly of potential energy x is defined as the potential energy
per unit area found by integrating !1D over the water
column from surface to pressure p. T he classical
reference field is not attainable by isentropic processes from the initial field and , therefore, has no
dynamical or thermodynamical interpretation.
The isentropically leveled field defines a set of
material surfaces within the ocean with respect to
adiabatic displacement. The corresponding surfaces
for the initial fie ld have the same distribution of
salinity, potential temperature and presumably other
conservative tracers as the reference field that are
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unchanged by an isentropic displacement relative to a reference level z,., is given by
the pressure field. Hence, they form the appropriate
surfaces for identifying water masses by tracer
(l)
ET =
p(¢ - ¢,.)dz ,
properties. Montgomery (1938) approximated these
z,.
surfaces by potential density (<T0 ) or sigma-t (<T1 )
where p is density (in situ) , ¢ geopotential and z,
(densities referred adiabatically or isothermally to
the surface of the ocean measured along the vertical
atmospheric pressure). As the vertical displacements
coordinate z. The integral is evaluated in terms of
are usually small compared to the depth, use of surpressure , assuming hydrostatic balance , by substiface pressure as a reference is not obviously as
tuting dp = - pgdz = - pd¢, where g = d¢/dz is
appropriate for local processes as a reference
gravity, to obtain
surface at the mean pressure. Lynn and Reid (1968) ,
for example, introduced density referred to 4000 db
Er =
(¢ - ¢,.)/ gdp ,
(2)
as a closer approximation to a tracer surface in their
v~
study of deep-water circulation. Because of the
strong dependence of the thermal expansion where Ps and p,. are pressures at the surface z8 and
coefficient on pressure, <To cannot be used to label the reference level z,., respectively. For convenimaterial surfaces in deep water. The procedure used ence, the oceanographic convention Ps = 0 is used
in the present study is equivalent to introducing a subsequently.
From the hydrostatic equation, the geopotential
separate reference surface at each pressure.
Because of the dependence of density on both difference ¢ - ¢ ,. is
temperature and salinity, the material surfaces canIJ,.
not be characterized by a single explicit variable
¢ - ¢ ,. =
adp',
(3)
p
such as potential temperature or <T0 • The appropriate
single parameter is the density or specific volume of where a = II p is specific volume, so that
the reference field. This variable has to be calculated
from the three-dimensional initial density field for
Er = JJJ,. g - 1 JP,. adp 'dp,
(4)
the region selected. It is not explicitly known
0
IJ
beforehand. The implicit character of the reference
field has been an obstacle to study of available po- expressing the total potential energy relative top,.
tential energy both in theoretical studies and in in- in terms of the specific volume measured as a functerpretation of data. The present study provides a tion of pressure and horizontal position.
basis for a more accurate estimation of available
Assuming that the reference field of specific volpotential energy from measurements of the density ume a1 is known as a function of pressure only (the
field and an assessment of the errors involved in procedure for estimating a1 is outlined in Section 6),
using simpler perturbation methods.
the total potential energy relative to the adiabatic
minimum is
2. Potential energy

r

r,.

I

P,.

II',

g(ai- a1 )dp'dp =E(O,p,.), (5)
Because vertical position cannot be measured ac- E~- Ef =
0
curately, the potential energy of a column of seawater cannot be determined absolutely. Estimates where ai is the observed field and a 1 the adiabatiare made relative to an unknown local reference cally leveled field for the region considered.
level that is not transferable from one measurement
Contributions to the total potential energy can be
point to another. It is more convenient, therefore, to examined within the water column by introducing
introduce a pressure surface as a reference because the potential energy function
pressure is measured directly. The distribution of
geopotential on the reference pressure surface is
E(p,p,.) = P , g - 1
(ai - a1 )dp"dp'
(6)
unknown and cannot be determined from the density
JJ
p'
field alone. Thus the estimates of potential energy
are undetermined to the extent of an unknown integrated from a pressure p to the reference presfunction of horizontal position corresponding to the sure p ,. .
The potential energy function E(p,p,.) can be exunknown geopotential on the selected reference pressure surface. An equivalent interpretation is that the pressed in terms of the anomaly of dynamic height
pressure field relative to geopotential surfaces is un- !:lD and anomaly of potential energy x (Fofonoff,
known to the extent of an arbitrary barotropic pres- 1962) redefined as
sure field that is a function of horizontal position only.
The total potential energy Er of a column of sea(7)
!:lD =
(ai - a1 )dp',
water of unit horizontal cross section, relative to

J

1

J)

I

r

II',.
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X=

/)
i
0

p

(8)

-(a; - a 1)dp'.

g

These differ from the c lassical definitions in the
choice of the reference specific volume field , i.e .,
aJ(p) rather than a 35 .o,1,.
The anomaly of potential energy x yields potential energy of a column of water between the surface (p = 0) and p, measured relative to the pressure surface p . The pressure surface at p is displaced
vertically by 6.2 = [~D(p r) - ~D (p )]/ g relative to
the reference surface Pr· Hence, the total potential
energy from 0 top referenced top ,. is given by
E(O ,p ,.) - E(p ,p r ) = x(p)

(l'

= Jo
=

i
p

+ pg -

1

[~D(pr)

g- 1 [~D(p ,. ) -

g- 1

JPr (a;

0

- ~D(p)]

- a1 )dp"dp'.

(9)

11'

J/)"g- 1 [~D(p,.)

+ P 2 8-

-

~D(p)]dp

1

[~D (p ,. )

- ~D(p 2)]

- p 1 g- [~D(p,.) - ~D(pl)].

(10)

The contribution per unit mass is

= [~D (p,.) -

~D(p)]

I

If

E(O,p ,.)dxdy =

E,

(12)

where A is the area of horizontal averaging.
Contributions to the total available gravitational
energy are defined as
TGPE(p)

= E(p)

f"

l>r

g- 1

J"' (a
,.

1 -

a1 )dp"dp',

(13)

with units of potential energy per unit area (J m- 2 )
and
GPE(p)

= g d

TGPE
dp

=

,,
(a; J

a 1)dp' =

(~D,.

-

~D),

(14)

j)

1

dE
gdp

TGPE =A -

=

"•
= X(P2) - X(P I)

pressures relative to a1. However, there is a net
positive storage of potential energy for a stably
stratified fluid, i.e., E > 0, where E is averaged horizontally over the area under consideration . This net
positive storage of potential energy per unit area is
identified as the total available gravitational potential energy (TGPE)

~D(p)]dp' ,

Similarly, the potential energy between two pressure surfaces p 1 and P 2 is
E(p1 ,p ,.) - E(p2,p ,. ) =
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= JP, (a;

- a 1)dp'.

(11)

with units of potential energy per unit mass (J kg- 1) .
The definition given in (14) for GPE (per unit mass)
is useful for examining the vertical distribution of
contributions to GPE. Its relationship to the net
available potential energy is examined in the next
two sections.

j)

Horizontal gradients of the potential energy function
E(p ,p ,.) are related to geostrophic mass transport.
If E 1 and E 2 a re the potential energies at two hori-

4. Work by pressure gradients

For a stably stratified fluid in a gravity field , external work against pressure-gradient forces is required to displace density surfaces re lative to geopote ntial surfaces. If the displacements are adiabatic
a nd reversible and sufficiently slow that kinetic enT,. = (£2 - El)l / ,
ergy is negligible in the displacement, the work done
where/ is the Corio! is parameter. The result can be must equal the work regained in relaxing the field
obtained by direct integration of the geostrophic back to its initial configuration. We can identify the
work required to produce the displacements as the
equation
net or " true" available potential energy.
2
If the fluid is incompressible, the displace ments
T ,. =
p(v - v,. )dz ' dx
can redistribute internal energy within the field but
Jx, z
cannot change the total internal energy. Each fluid
.x·.
1 a
element
preserves its volume and, therefore, its in=
- (~D ,.- ~D)dp'dx
Jx, 0 gf ax
ternal energy. The work must appear as a change of
gravitational potential energy only , i.e., there must
= f - 1E(p,p ,.) ~ ~~ = /- 1(£2 - £1).
be a net shift of mass relative to geopotential surfaces and a corresponding change of mean density
3. Available gravitational potential energy (GPE)
and pressure along fixed geopotential surfaces. If the
The potential energy E defined previously can be fluid is compressible , the change of density or, equivpositive or negative depending on whether the iso- alently, the change of specific volume and pressure
steric surfaces a ; are di splaced to higher or lower will alter the internal energy. Thus , some of the work

zontally separated points , x ~> x 2 , the transport T,.
through the section joining the two points, relative
top ,., is given by

x Jz,

lj)
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defined by
a 1(p)

1

= aAp

- 7r' ) +

'

(

J

-aa) dp ' ,
ap

J) - 1T'

(15)

a

where
7T'

Pt

FIG. I. The initial, observed steric anomaly field (solid lines) is
assumed to be formed by vertical displacement of a reference
steric anomaly field 81 (dashed lines) that is uniform on pressure
surfaces. The observed steric anomaly 8 1 on pressure surface p 1
is the reference surface 81_ , displaced adiabatically by 1r' from
the pressure surface p,_,.

=

7T(p - 7T' ).

The observed specific volume a 1 at pressure p
is assumed to be the reference specific volume a 1
displaced adiabatically from p - TT' to p (Fig. 1).
Because the displacements 7T vary with depth , TT'
and 7T differ. The reference specific volume corresponding to pressure p is located at p + 7T in the observed field. Horizontal displacements are neglected
compared with the horizontal scale of the density
field. Expanding (15) about p to second order in
TT' yields
da ,
a 1(p) = a1 (p) - - 1 7T
dp

I d2a

+ - - -21 7r' 2
2 dp

+ K7T , - -d K 7T , 2 + -1( -aK ) 7T, 2 +
dp

2 ap

O( ,3

7T ) '

(16)

a

done on the fluid will appear as internal energy. If
d7T
dlh.7T 2
7T' + ... = 7T - - - + 0(7T'3), (17)
internal energy is increased by the displacements as 7T' = 7T - dp
dp
is usually the case in the atmosphere, the total potential energy. change is less than the work done to where K = (aa/ap),, is the adiabatic derivative with
produce the displacement. In the ocean, the internal respect to pressure.
energy change is usually negative , so that the total
The change of specific volume at p resulting from
potential energy change is greater than the work done. adiabatic leveling is given by
For the ocean, the internal energy contributions
are small (10-20% of GPE). Hence, estimates of !l.a = a (p) - a (p) = -a: TT' +
~ a : ) 7T' 2
1
1
APE can be made by computing GPE from (14) and
adding the internal energy contribution separately.
lh.fK7T 12 + 0(7T' 3), (18)
This procedure provides an alternative estimate of
APE that is not restricted to small amplitudes in- where
da _ K
herent in the Boussinesq approximation. Estimates
'
a l*l - -dpof both GPE and internal energy contributions can
be obtained in terms of a Taylor series expansion
about the reference field. These are examined in
r = !0._
- (~)
dp
ap a .
Section 5.

H

K

Substituting for 7T in (18) gives
1

5. Perturbation of the reference field

The relationship between the observed and leveled
reference fields can be developed as a Taylor series
expansion about the reference field assuming adiabatic displacements. The expansion shows the connection with the linear Boussinesq approximation
and with the internal energy and enthalpy changes
within the density field.
The observed (initial) field of specific volume a 1
(or any other thermodynamic function of the independent variables pressure p, temperature 8 and
salinity S) is assumed to be displaced adiabatically
from its reference pressure p by a pressure interval
TT, which is a function of position, pressure and
time as illustrated in Fig. I. The initial a nd final
fields are linked by reversible adiabatic processes

d

!l.a = -a: TT + dp (lh.a: TT 2 )

lh.f K7T 2

-

+ 0(7r 3) (19)

to second order in 7T. More generally, the change of
any thermodynamic function cp is given by
!l.cp

=

- cf>: 7T +

~

(lh.cf>: 7T2)
- lhr "'7T2 + 0(7T3) ,

where

* -_ ddcf>

ct>~,

p

-

(a ct> )
-a '
p

r"' = _!!___
( act> )
dp ap (/

(I

-

(~)
ap 2

.
(I

(20)
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198 1

Thus, internal energy changes !:le associated with
the leveling process are given by
d
!:le = !:lh, + pa~7T -dp

(Y2pa~7T 2 )

+ Y2pfK7T 2 (2 1)

which is equivalent to (24) to 0(7T 3 ). Similar argume nts hold for other co nserved variables.
The dyna mic height relative to a refe rence pressure p,. is found by integrating (18) with respect to
pressure, i.e.,

and enthalpy changes !:lh by
!:lh

Y2a~7T2,

!:lh ,, -

=

(22)

=

!:lD(p ,.) - !:lD(p)

d

2
+ Y2a 1*7T
1
r

!:lh ,, = - h,{/,7T + (Y2h,/1,7T 2 ),
dp

and T is absolute temperature, S salinity , Yl specific
entropy and J.l. relative chemical potential (Fofonoff,
1962).

Similaril y, changes of the conserved variables entropy and salinity on the pressure surface p are
given by
dS 7Tz )
dp 2 dp

dp

= - -dYj 7T

!:lYj

dp

P1

=-

-

J''2 S 1dp

l

s,

=

l'2

7TdS + 7T2Sz - 7TISI .

f

!:lSdp +

IJ ,

JJ12+1T,

(24)

S 1dp -

JJI,+1T,

S 1dp.

P,

/)2

Substitution of the Taylor expansion from (23) and
expanding S 1 about p 1 and P2 yields
g !:lST =

-

I

t'• dS
7Tdp
J>, dp
-

+

=

= -

!:lD(p ,.) - !:lD(p) Pr

J aS7Tdp

I

-

2

K

7T 2dp'

•

(26)

j}

Y2a~7T,.Z

Y2a~7T 2 -

2 f''r r K7T 2dp
]

I .

(27)

I •

(28)

/1

= g d

= -

TGPE(p)
dp

l'r_

f

a~7Tdp I

_

-

p

Y2a~7T2

J

- -2

Jl1r K7T2dp
r _

p

The specific volume surfaces a1 re main material
surfaces during the adiabatic displacement. There is
no mass exc hange across the surface so that ir = 0
averaged over the area considered. As a1 is constant along each pressure surface its derivative da1 /
dp must also be constant. T herefore,
- 7T = -a~

The horizontal average !:lST is zero if it is assumed
that the field is in hydrostatic equilibrium and no
mass exchange occurs across salinity surfaces for
the adiabatic displacements . Along each such surface ir = 0. Hence, total salt content is unchanged.
The integral in (24) can be written
g!:lST

} fl'r r

-

1
(da
c/p - K) 7T

= -K7T.

(29)

JJ 1

1

s.

g !:lZ

(23)

dp 2 dp

1

-

T he term - Y2a~ 7T,.Z is the contribution to the height
anomaly a t the reference pressure p ,.. This term can
be evaluated from measureme nts and used as a
boundary condition at p ,. so that the height a nomaly
!:lZ is

GPE

ldYj
+ -d (- 7T 2 )

IJ2+rr., S dp
J +rr

Y2a JJ*7T 2

Hence, G PE corresponding to ( 14) is

As the salinity and entropy are uncha nged for every
fluid element undergoing adiabatic displacements,
integrals of !:lS , !:lYJ a nd tl111, must be ze ro for the
area considered. The changes represent redistribution of the conserved variables with no internal
sources or sinks.
The difference of total salt content !:lST per unit
area between two constant salinity smfaces S 1, S 2
corresponding to pressures p 1p2, is give n by
g!:lST =

-

a~7Tdp '

p

p

= - !!!__ 7T + _:!__(~

!:lS

J
p

where

dYJ
dS
h,11,= T - + j.1.- ,
dp
dp

Pr !:ladp' = - fl'r

[ .
S'(pz)

1
[ S (p 1)

+

+dS
- 7Tz ] 7T2
dp

;~

7T 1 ] 7T 1 ,

(25)

If the reference surface has variations of temperature as a function of horizontal position , the adiabatic compressibility will not be uniform and K1f
=f. 0. This is interpreted to mean that the average
specific volume of the surface a 1 changes during
the relaxation, yielding corresponding changes in
the average dynamic height and GPE. These contributions arise from horizontal inhomogeneities of
K, and represent a conversion between internal and
potential ene rgy.
The second term in (28) is familiar from linear
Boussinesq theory. It can be expressed in the form
- Y2(aZ7T2) = lh.(Nze>.

where N is the local buoyancy frequency and ~
= - 7TIpg the local vertical displacement corresponding to the pressure perturbation 7T. The last term in
(28) arises from volume changes associated with the
pressure changes on each flu id element. If the temperature decreases with pressure, leveling results in
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colder water moving to higher pressure and warmer
water to lower pressure. Because colder water is
more compressible, there is a net reduction of volume associated with the transition to the reference
state yielding a lower reference potential energy.
Potential energy is converted to internal energy by
this volume decrease. The contribution can be of
either sign depending on the vertical gradients of
temperature· and salinity. These contributions arise
from vertical inhomogeneities of K.
6. Computational procedure for determining the reference field

VoLUME

II

i.e. , all steric anomalies are refe rred adiabatically
to p 1.
The regression polynomials fo r station k are
.\"

Ph·

= I

ak,(8 - 8k)",

(30)

f3k ,(8 - 8,..)",

(3 1)

11=0
,\"

iJk

= I

, =0

where 8k is the average over 6.p . Standa rd regression methods are used to determine ah.,, f3ku (Brownlee, 1965). The degree N of the polynomial and the
pressure interval 6.p as well as the separation of
pressure levels can be varied with depth to maintain optimum fit and vertical resolution. Optimization is disc ussed in Sectio n 9.
In addition , an estimate is made of the variance
IJ 2 of a single data point, either pressure or temperature, from the regression residuals (Fofonoff
and Bryden, 1975):

The distribution of temperature T and salinity S
is measured as a function of pressure by lowering
sensors through the water column from shipboard.
Salinity is usually computed indirectly from electrical conductivity (Fofonoff et al. , 1974).
It can be assumed that a set of hydrographic stations irregularly spaced in horizontal position and
time are available within some region of the ocean.
2 1
(J
(T
Questions of adequacy of sampling and instrumental
- Q _ N L (p ,, - p ,)2
v= 1
'
'
accuracy are deferred to Section 9.
For each station , a series of pressure levels is
1
2 • 2
IJo L1!.. (8v - 8,)
,
selected for computation of the reference density
Q
N
1'• 1
field. The location and number of pressure levels is
determined by the vertical resolution required in the with Q the number of observations in D. p, p "' 8,
particular region considered. Uniform spacing of the observed pressure and potential temperatu re ,
pressure intervals is not required.
and p,, iJ, the regression estimates of p and 8 at
For convenience, the computations are carried 8, . Further, estimates of the variances of the regresout in terms of specific volume anomaly (steric sion estimates p, iJ at any value of 8 are given by
anomaly) defined as
N+ t X+ t

"'

,,

8 = a(p , T,S ) - a(p ,0 ,35)

V(p(8)) =

IJ/ L L
i= l

and computed from observed values of pressure ,
temperature and salinity. The Knudsen-Ekman equation of state is used throughout (Fofonoff, 1962).
The potential steric a nomaly 81 of the reference
field corresponding to pressure p 1 is found by fitting
least-squares-regression polynomials of pressure
and potential temperature in terms of potential steric
anomaly within a local pressure interval 6.p about
p 1 for each s.t ation at each pressure level. T he interval D.p must be chosen larger than the maximum
displacement of the reference surface, i.e. , IP;
- PJI max< 6.p' where Pi is the observed pressure
of the deformed reference field . The intervals can
be overlapped if higher resolution is desired.
·within each interval 6.p , the potential temperature
8 (Fofonoff, 1977) is given by
8(p,pf ) = T(p)

+

J
JJ'

JJ

(

-8T)

ap

dp '
a

and the potential steric anomaly by
8(p ,p f ) = 8[p1,(J(p ,pf ),S(p )],

R ij 1(8 - 8k) i+i-2 '

j= l

N+l .V+l

V(B(8)) =

(Tl L L

R ij l(8 - 8k) i+i-2 ,

i= J i=J
Q

Ru

= L

(8v - 8di+J- 2 •

v=1

These variances will be used in the error analysis
in Section 9.
The regression polynomials provide smoothed
local relationships between pressure , potential temperature and potential steric anomaly . Salinity is
implicitly determined by these polynomials . For a
given value of 8f> these polynomials specify the pressure of the steric anomaly surface referred adiabatically to PI> and the potential temperature on the
surface. Additional regression polynomials can be
fitted to other tracers as required.
No mass exchange can occur across the surface
81 in moving adiabatically from the observed field
to the reference field . As the mass above the surface is p ;lg initially and p 1 / g in the reference field ,
this constraint is met by specifying

.\I

= Pr = I

Ph·(a,)

(32)

wdh·(a,),

k- 1

i.e. , that the horizontal average of pressure over
the initial steric surface corresponding to a, be uncha nged by the deformation. Weights wk are ass igned to each of the M stations in the data set.
These are defined in Section 7.
The pressure polynomials are shifted to a common
origin am for averagi ng:
.\"

.\"

fh = L

Bm

Cl:h·ll(a -

+ ~k- ) = I a}.."(a - am)", (33)
11

n=O

11 =0

where

= alii - ak,
am = ak averaged
~h"

,
Cl:h·11 -

L

.\"

+ r)!

M

.1/

2:

p(x,y ) =

C(x ,y,XA">Yh·)1Jh·,

where C is the correlatio n function for p in A. For
s implicity , the correlation function is assumed to be
homogeneous and isotropic in A , dependen t only on
the se paration between x, y and x d' h·· T he coefficients are obtained by solving the set of linear equations

2:

Cl:11 ( a , -

= I

C;k1Jk,

where

a111 ) 11 ,

(34)

n=O

whic h is inverted by standard iterative metho d s to
determine a,.
Given a, the displacement 7Th· = ih·(a1) - p 1 of the
from p 1 in the observed field and the posurface
tential temperature on the surface are found by substitution into (30) and (3 1). The s moothed initial
steric anomaly a;h· on p 1 is obtained by inverting

a,

+

C;h" = C(x l,y1 ,x,,,yh" )

a ik

ea11,;

I

(35)

n=O

J)

o (B;J; - a,)dp',

J

(36)

= g- •

o p(a;h· - a,)dp' ,

J

(37)

(ail, - B,)dp '

J)

.\I

=

2:
!;= I

;/=

k

i = k

2:

=

CJ)p(x 1,y 1),

i= l

where C!;i is the inverse matri x of C~; 1 •
T he integral of C(x ,y ,x~; ,Jk ) over A under present
ass umptions is a constant , C 0 , independent of xh"> Yk ·
T he refo re,

p = A -•

J

p(x,y )dxdy
.1/

=

C 0 A - • h~t 1Jk
.1/

.tl

= C 0 A - • 2: 2:

C/;ip(x ;,y 1)

= 2:

h·= t 1= 1

w1p(x 1,y 1). (40)

i=l

The weights are
.1/

w;

=

.1/

.1/

2: Ci/1 2: 2: c ;:/,
j=l

i- 1

(41)

}=l

normalized so that
W;

=

I.

i= l

Other schemes for weighting each station a re poss ible. The procedure give n above provides a n explicit weighting for a n irregula r statio n grid.

8. MODE computations

l' r

J

I

.1/

over the series of pressure levels at each s tatio n .
The contributio n to GPE at pressure p , for example ,
is given by
GPE =

'

tI ,

.11

"Y/k

2:

J)

Xk

o .

.II

ak"(a;k - Bk)" .

Care mu st be taken to exclude spurious roots tha t
fall o utside of t he ra nge of the regressio n polynomia l. The procedure uses the general equation
of state and can be made as precise as desired w ithin
the limitations of accuracy of the data .
T he dyna mic he ight a nd a no ma ly of potentia l
energy are obtaine d b y numerical integratio n of
~Dk =

=

is a symmetric correla tion matrix and E (assumed
constant over A) the co ntribution of uncorrelated
noise at each point. Thus ,

X

P1 =

(39)

h· = t

k=l

,.
~!;·

.\"

wh.a}.. 11 (a,- a111 ) 11 =

/1=0 h"= l

The weights w~; assigned to each statio n we re
determined by objective mapping techniques (Gandin , 1965; Bretherton et at., 1976). Given a scalar
fh at x b Jk , the interpolated field over A is

p(x;,)'; )

Averagi ng fh(a1) over the regio n w ith weights w 1,
yields a single polynomial

L I

w~;

.\I

I I
17 · r ·

Cl:1;.11+r

7. Averaging weights

over M stati o ns,

(II

.\"- 11
r= O

P! =
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wkg - •[~Dh.(p ,.)

- ~D ~;(p)].

(38)

F ive groups of density stations (designated Groups
A- E) from the MODE field experiment were selected
for analysis . These were chosen du ri ng periods of
maximum spatial coverage. The stations used in each
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TABLE I. MODE dens ity data selected for analysis.

Group A 1/-26 March 1973 27 Stations
Chain: 2-8
Researcher: 9- 15, 17-20, 22- 25, 27, 29, 30, 33, 34
Group 8 10-22 April 1973 68 Stations
Chain: 15-35, 37
Discovery: 25, 26, 29, 33-37, 41 , 43-45 , 49, 50, 52, 54, 55, 59,60
Researcher: 52-60,62-67,69-75,77, 81 , 82, 84, 85
Group C 7-20 May 1973 73 Stations
Chain: 41, 43 , 48,50-53,55, 56
Discovery : 83, 84, 88, 91, 97-99, 101, 103-106
Researcher: 108, 110, 112, 114- 116 , 119 , 121- 123 , 125- 133, 136, 138-141, 145, 147, 148, 150, 152, 156, 157
Tridem : 54, 56-7 1, 74,76-78
Group D 21 May-3 June 61 Stations
Chain: 57-72, 78- 80
Researcher: 158-161, 165-179
Trident: 8 1-90,92,94- 97 , 98, 100, 103, 107- 111
GroupE 4 - 17 June 54 Stations
Chain: 88
Hunt : 35-39,42,44-48,50-53,56,57,58,60-63
Researcher : 180-192, 194- 196, 213,2 15,2 17,220-223,225-232

Group are listed in Table I . Selection criteria were as
follows:
• good salinities
• data to 2800 db
SPECIFIC VOLUME ANOMALY fOB 8 (M3km-1)
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FIG. 2. A sample regression for deep water s howing in situ
steric anomalies (solid dots) in the regression interval. Each observation is referenced adiabatically to the reference pressure p1
and replotted at its original pressure (open dots). T he regression
curve is fitted to the open dots. Effects of measurement errors
of temperature and salinity are indicated for single observations.
Each solid dot represents a 10 db average containing - 50-200
separate measurements depending o n the instrument used. Most
of the scatter is attributed to finestructure within the layer.

Day 70-85
Day 100-112

Day 127-140

Day 141-154

Day 155- 168

• no data gaps exceeding 20 db in the upper 2800 db

• > 10 km separation from neighboring stations.
All stations selected consisted of 2 db interval
averages of original data. These were passed through
an editing program that fitted a cubic least-squaresregression polynomial to the temperature and salinity
values for consecutive groups of 16 data cycles each.
Values exceeding three standard deviations from the
regression polynomial were replaced by an interpolated value obtained from the regression-polynomial fitted after rejection of the data point. The
selected data scans were then averaged arithmetically in non-overlapping groups of five cycles each to
form 10 db interval stations. A total of 283 stations
were selected for the five groups.
For each station, regression coefficients and standard deviations of residuals for pressure and potential
temperature referenced to p 1 were calculated. An
example of the fitting procedure is given in Fig. 2 for
a deep-water level. The reference steric anomaly a,
at each pressure was computed by averaging the
regression coefficients for all stations in each group
and inverting the resultant averaged polynomial for
a,. The vertical displacements 7r a nd potential
temperature 81 were calculated from the regression
polynomials for each station. Two sets of regression
parameters (N, !1p, p 1) as functions of depth for the
MODE data are summarized in Table 2. The highresolution case represents the optimized calculation;
the low-resolution case is provided for comparison.
The reference steric anomaly field a, changed significantly from one group to the next, indicating
shifts of the depths of the reference surface over the
station grid of as much as 30 db. The potential energy
changes associated with the changes of the reference
field are much larger than the GPE of the density
structure within the station grid for each group
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TABLE 2. Pressure levels p , regression interval t.p = Pmax- Pmln• and polynomial order N for two cases selected for MODE data:
high vertical resolution and low vertical resolution (e.g. , in the high-resolution case: from p 1 = 50 to p 1 = 200 the integration step
(in parentheses) is 50 db, t.p is 200 db, and N is 6).
High vertical resolution
Pr

100
400
800
1200
1400
1800

(100)
(50)
(25)
(100)
( 100)
(100)

400
800
1200
1400
1800
2500

Low vertical resolution

t.p

N

200
300
300
300
400
500

6
5
5
5
4
3

Pr

(Table 5). The range and average GPE for each pressure is shown in Fig. 3. It is likely that the changes
are associated with horizontal shifts of the flow field
through the MODE region of a scale larger than the
station grid or caused by inadequate spatial coverage to average out the effects of individual eddies.
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6
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In this section three questions about the APE calculation by different methods are discussed. First,
which technique should be used in order to obtain a
given accuracy of the estimate of APE? Second,
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9. Error estimation

ENERGY per unit moss
0

(50)
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F IG. 3. Compari son of OPE and edd y kinetic energy per unit mass . Solid dots
are OPE averaged over groups A-E, horizontal lines give the range over the fi ve
groups at each depth . Values above 2500 db are taken from the high-resolution
case, below 2500 from the low-resolution case (see Table 2). Open dots are eddy
kinetic energy averaged over the duration of MODE (four months).
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Therefore, the contributions to TOPE and GPE from
changes in internal energy will be evaluated separately . Those terms a re s mall compared to TOPE ,
as will be shown, and the error in estimating the m
for large displacements is also small. Thus, by subtracting those contributions from TOPE a minimum
value of the net APE is obtained , nearly independent
of errors which result from taking a finite number of
terms in the expansion. The cumulative changes in
internal energy in TOPE (Table 4) comprise - 7%
of the total; the separate terms , which for this data
set are of opposite sign, contribute roughly 12% (due
to vertical gradients of compressibility) and - 5%
(due to horizontal gradients) . The comparable contributions to GPE are plotted as separate terms (for
group C) in Fig. 4. The combined contribution to
GPE is a maximum of 25% , except for isolated shallow points where GPE falls to low values.
The integration step size is of some importance
in making an accurate estimate of either TOPE or
HPE, beca use of errors in the numerical integration
over pressure. To examine the effects of integration
errors two sets of parameters-low resolution (200
m) and high resolution (25 m) of structure through
the main thermocline-were a pplied to the MODE
data. Table 2 lists the para meters in the two cases.
TOPE and HPE were calculated for both cases for
groups A- E . Large errors in the determination of
HPE = l>r (h ;- h1)dp' = - [ f''r a~ TT 2 dp ' + 0(TT 3) , both TOPE and HPE result from the inadequate
resolution of the 200 m case (columns 7 and 8 of
J/1
2g /)
Table 3). The appropriate integration step sizes for a
whe re h ; and h 1 the initial and reference specific en- given a pplication may be determined by comparing
thalpies. Two different Boussinesq calculations can GPE and APE 6 , since APE 13 is independent of the
be made, depending on whether the displacement is integration step size. The integration step size is
defined by the adiabatic leveling technique (TT) or by decreased until the integration error is reduced sufthe difference between the observed and the mean ficiently that GPE agrees with APE 6 to within the
specific volume (TT*) , i.e. , TT * = (a; - 0:)/(a~ ) . If accuracy required. The compressibility effects may
7T is small, there is very little quantitative difbe included explicitly in the comparison by making
ference between the two calculations of APE 6 ; how- use of the pe rturbation expansion (28). Using this
ever, for large displacements (as in Gulf Stream rings) comparison to reduce the integration error in GPE to
the approximation 7T = TT* may become invalid. some established value allows significant improveTherefore, for the remainder of this discussion, ment in the estimates of both TOPE and HPE.
APE 6 will be defined by APE 6 = !ha%TT2 , with 7T
Random fine structure errors and measurement erthe displacement of the reference steric anomaly rors also contribute to the uncertainty in the calculation of APE. Both of these errors
fi eld.
be treated
No exact expression for enthalpy in the ocean is as random errors in this discussion; the values for
available ; therefore , the evaluation of HPE must be the variance of pressure , temperature and salinity
carried out in terms of the expansion about 1r , which due to measurement error are taken from Scarlet
requires higher order terms for large displacements . (1974); the values for the variance of the regression
In what follows , HPE will refer to the evaluation of estimates of pressure over each regression interval
HPE to second order in displacement; notice that 11p are calculated from the regression residuals, as
HPE is then equivalent to the vertical integral described in Section 6. In the Appendix expressions
are derived for the variance of TOPE and HPE as
of APEB .
Neither HPE nor TG PE is the ''true' ' or net APE, functions of the variance of the displacements TTK.
and the amount of energy resulting from conversion The random finestructure and measurement errors
of internal to potential e nergy which is actually avail- in TOPE and HPE between 300 and 2500 db are found
able for conversion to kinetic energy is not known in T able 4. Random errors in GPE for Group C were
independently of the details of the conversions. also calculated ; they are presented in the form of
what are the errors in APE which result from measurement errors and from finestructure variability?
Finally, for a given set of observations, what is the
sequence of steps which allows the optimization of
either calculation?
In the following discussion se veral types of errors
will be examined. Briefly , by measurement error is
meant the uncertainty in the measured values of
pressure, temperature and salinity (or conductivity)
whic h results from uncorrected cali bration errors
(quantization noise is ignored) and which will be
taken to be randomly di stributed from one station to
the next, but constant for a given station ; random
finestructure errors are the fluctuations in a derived
variable caused by real variabilit y of the field which
occurs on smaller scales than those over which the
calculations are performed; numerical integration
errors are those errors which are a result of inadequate resolution of vertical structure and which may
be reduced by decreasing the integration step size.
In this analysis errors in APE per unit mass and in
APE per unit area are examined separately . Recall
that TOPE and OPE represent the available gravitational potential e nergy per unit area and per unit
mass , respectively. There are, in addition, the Boussinesq APE 6 (per unit mass) and the enthalpy formulation (HPE) of Lorenz (1955) and Reid et a/. ( 198 1):

will
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FIG. 4. APE per unit mass for group C . Open dots are GPE , squares are APEn . and crosses and plus marks are the contributions
from horizontal and venical gradients of compressibility, respectively; solid dots are the sum of the Taylor expansion (28). Error bars
with heavy end lines represent measurement errors , those with lighter lines represent finestructure errors.

error bars in Fig. 4. They are more strongly depth
dependent and comprise a larger percentage than do
the e rrors in TGPE.
Finally, in answer to the third question: from a
practical viewpoint, it is of interest to establish a

procedure for optimizing the calculation of both TGPE
and HPE. A major part of that optimization involves
the determination of adequate resolution of the vertical structure , as described earlier in this section ; that
procedure will not be discussed further, except to

TABLE 3. Comparison ofTGPE and HPE between 300 and 2500 db from low and high venical resolution cases. Units are 10- • J m- 2 •

Group
A
B

c

D
E

TGPE
APE

HPE
APE

0.746
0.723
0.836
1.004
0.746

0.660
0.66 1
0.752
0.917
0.66 1

Difference between
high and low

Low resolution

High resolution
~(%)*

11.6
8.7
10.0
8.6
11.5

*~(%)is (TGPE - HPE)ffGP E.
** A(%) is [TGPE (high) - TGPE (low)]ffGPE (high).
t ~(%) is [HPE (high) - HPE (low)]/ HPE (high).

TGPE
APE

HPE
APE

~(%)*

TGPE
(%)**

1.022
0.930
0.846
1.1 17
0.925

1.094
0 .883
0 .637
1.022
0.835

- 7.0
5.0
24.6
8.4
8.9

- 37.0
- 28.6
- 1.2
- 11.3
- 23.9

~

~

HPE
(%)t

- 65.8
-33.6
15.3
-1 1.4
- 26.4
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TABLE 4. Errors in TGPE a nd HPE between 300 and 2500 db. Units a re 10- • J m- 2 .
Random
errors
fi nestructure
measure ment

Compressibility terms
Group
A
B

c
D
E

TGPE
APE

HPE
APE

0 .746
0.723
0.836
1.004
0.746

0.660
0.661
0.752
0.917
0.66 1

t

2:

Vertical**

(%)

(%)

It

t.(% ):j:

(%)

(%)

-

14.9
12.9
12.3
11 .0
12.7

0.740
0.7 17
0. 809
0.986
0.772

0.8
0.9
3.2
1.8
3.3

1.2
1.3
0.6
0.3
0.8

4. 5
4.5
3.3
2. 1
3.8

J533° g-' ];,~
-153&0 g-' ff)OO

* Horizontal compressibility =
** Vertical compressibility =

Horizontal*

00

4. 1
4.2
5.5
4.2
4.5

K7T

dp dp' .

Y2r,~

dp dp '.

is sum of HPE a nd horizontal and vertical compressibility terms [Eq . (40)] .
I)ffGPE.

:j: ~(%) is (TGPE -

note where in the optimization sequence it should be
performed .
The first step involves establishing the size of the
interval over which the regressions will be performed .
The interval must be larger than the maximum vertical displacement, so that a physically sensible result
may be obtained from the inversion process. Since
the displacement is not known beforehand , this can
be an iterative procedure. A check on whether the
interval is sufficiently large can be made by examining ir; as a rule of thumb, horizontal averages
2
:>;S I0db indicate that the displacements do not
exceed the intervals chosen. (For levels shallower
than 300 m, whe.re density surfaces may intersect
the surface of the ocean, the method is not valid .)
The second step is the optimization of the polynomial
order of the regression. The order should be high
enough to resolve the vertical structure, but not so
high that an instability of the regression occurs. (An
instability is evidenced by large fluctuations of the
regression coefficients.) The calculation is sensitive
to changes in the polynomial order; for example , if
the order chosen is too low by one , TGPE calculated
will overestimate the correct value by 10-15% . With
the interval size and polynomial order decided , the
integrations step sizes can be optimized as described
earlier.
Finally , some type of weighting scheme must be
used in the averaging process. Two schemes were
tried on the MODE data: first , the weights derived

from the objective mapping algorithm, as described
in Section 7, and second, the simplest alternative of
identical weights (w,.. = 1) fo r each station. The difference in the APE per unit area between 300 and
2500 db is less than 2%; the differences in APE per
unit mass are larger, but still less than the random
errors. For ·F ig. 4, Tables 4 and 5, and the highresolution case in Table 3 the second scheme was used.
10. Discussion and conclusions

The MODE region, a 400 km x 400 km square
centered at 28°N, 69°40' W, is characterized by lowenergy intensities (Dantzler, 1977; Schmitz , 1978)
with eddies propagating westward (Freeland et a/. ,
1976) and probably decaying (Bryden and Fofonoff,
1977). There is no clear evidence for local forcing
or generation by baroclinic instability (MODE Group,
1978). Values obtained for APE per unitmass agree
in magnitude and vertical distribution with estimates
made by Kim (1975) using a Boussinesq approximation for two groups of 19 stations each. His two
groups were composed of stations taken during
March of 1973 (a subset of groups A and B) and
June of 1973 (a subset of group E) . Estimates of the
average APE per unit mass for groups A-E and the
range of values over the five groups (Fig. 3) indicate
little storage of potential energy iq the density structure. The values obtained are comparable to estimates of eddy kinetic energy (also, shown in Fig. 3)

TAB LE 5. TGPE (between 300 a nd 2500 db) for each group compared with potential e nergy associated with c ha nges in the reference
specific volu me anomaly 151 from one group to another. Units are 10- • J m- 2 •
Group

TGPE
Potential energy per unit a rea associated with cha nges in 151

c

B

A

0. 746

0 .723
9.765

9.623

D

E

0.836
1.004
0 .746
- 0.944
2 .894

A-E
21.337
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calculated from current meter records by Schmitz
(personal communication). Maximum values of APE
per unit mass of about twice the eddy kinetic energy
occur within the main thermocline. This may be
compared with ratios of APE to kinetic energy of 3
a nd 2 estimated by Reid eta!. (1981) for Gulf Stream
rings sampled in 1967 and 1971 , respectively. Reid
et a!. (198 I) d iscuss the errors incurred when the
far field density is used instead of the adiabatically
leveled field as the reference for calculating APE in
rings . T he value obtained by Vulis and Monin ( 1975),
converted to APE per unit mass, is 0.7 J kg- 1 for
the North Atlantic. Their estimate seems high , perhaps reflecting their neglect of the salinity field .
Although reliable estimates of APE per unit mass
could not be obtained in the near surface layers
from the MODE data because density surfaces were
not continuous over the entire region , the vertical
average from the surface to 2500 db is estimated to
be about 0.006- 0.010 J kg- 1 • Below 300 db the average
does not exceed 0.005 J kg- 1 • The low ratios of
APE to eddy kinetic energy are interpreted as indicative of an inactive or decaying eddy regime. It
seems un likely that the baroclinic density field in

VOLUME
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the MODE region is the energy source for the eddies. The much larger changes of potential energy
associated with changes of the reference density
field from one Group to the next (Table 5) are indications of apparent shifts in the mean current flow
with scales larger than the station grid, or of inadequate spatial coverage to average out the individual
eddies.
Vertical displacements of density surfaces show a
variety of structures with position and depth over
the grid. The displacements are shown for groups
A-E in Fig. 5, with the dynamic height at the 500 db
pressure surface relative to 2500 db reference pressure superimposed to indicate the eddy structure.
The westward propagation of the central anticyclonic
eddy is evident. Downward displacements in the
eddy of about 100 db are nearly uniform in the upper
2500 db. These are particularly evident in group D.
The upward displacements ( 7T < 0) are less uniform
with depth in the cyclonic eddies.
The vertical displacements do not reflect the stratification . Root-mean-square pressure displacements
(Fig. 6) vary slowly with depth from about 35 db
at 300 db, to a broad minimum between 750 and
1250 db of - 25 db. Below 1250 db, there is a slow
increase to roughly 50 db at 2500 db. The increase
continues below 2500 db but the estimates are less reliable because of fewer stations and larger errors. It
is surprising that the main thermocline at 800 db
affects the rms displacements so weakly. Because
of the relative independence of amplitude of the displacements with depth, the horizontal density differences are controlled by the vertical stratification,
which is largest at the main thermocline, producing
the largest contribution to APE.
Over the entire depth interval studied (300-2500
db) the horizontal variation of steric anomaly 8;along
each pressure surface can be estimated accurately
by - a %:7T. This is not true for temperature or salinity
below the main thermocline, indicating that considerable compensated horizontal structure exists in
these two fields. The differences can be seen most
clearl y in plots of the ratios of the standard deviations of the initial and reference potential temperatures ( ( 8;) , ( 81 ) ) to the ave rage temperature change
- d8/dp7T,.ms (simplified to -0"7Trms), shown in Fig. 7.
If horizontal gradients along the reference steric
surfaces 81 were absent, ( 8; )/( - 01,7Trms) would be
unity and ( 81 )I (- 0p7Trms) zero because adiabatic vertical displacements do not affect 81 . Horizontal structures in the reference surfaces would not be removed
by leveling and would affect 8; and 81 equally if their
vertical scale were larger than the displacement 7T.
The effect is most noticeable between 1200 and 2000
db, in the layer influenced by Mediterranean Water.
Here the structure is dominated by horizontal
differences.
The analysis presented here for a comparatively
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the upward displacements, yielding a net expansion
of the layer on leveling and a negative contribution
to GPE. As the compressibility depends primarily
on temperature, the contributions can be of either
sign depending on the vertical and horizontal variations of temperature. For small vertical displacements, the nonlinear terms can be estimated to adequate precision from the Taylor expansion in (28).
For large vertical displacements such as are found in
Gulf Stream rings, the local vertical grad ient a~
is no longer a good estimate of the reference field
gradient, the vertical displacement 7T is no longer
given satisfactorily by (cx1 - a 1 )/(cx~) and the integral procedure should be used.
The algorithm for computing GPE also defines a
set of adiabatically invariant steric surfaces over
the station grid. These can be used to examine the
distributions and changes of other conservative variable s such as dissolved oxygen , silicates, etc. Vertical displacements of these surfaces shou!d provide
the most accurate estimates of changes in layer thickness used in vorticity balance calculations such as
those made by McWilliams (1976).

1750

2000

2250

2500L-----~--~-L------------~~~~----~

GROUP B

GROUP C

Fro. 7. Standard de viation of 81 and 81 ((81 ) , ( 81}) divided by
- 8v7rrms for groups B a nd C, showing the influence of horizontal

variations of flt along the reference steric surfaces . Open dots
are ( 81)/( -0,,7r,m5 ), solid dots are (81)/( -Ov7rrmsl· Horizontal
inhomogeneities of temperature dominate the observed te mpe rature varia tions throughout the layer influenced by Mediterranean
Wa ter.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of Systematic and Random Error in APE
1. Systematic differences between GPE and APEs

weak eddy field indicates that the available gravitational potential energy can be estimated to a precision of 15-30% by the simple Boussinesq approximation. The additional contributions from the nonlinearities of the equation of state tend to cancel,
for the following reason. For a vertical displace ment,
if the compressibility increases downward , the leveling moves water of higher compressibility to higher
pressure and lower compressibility to lower pressure giving a net decrease in volume and a positive
contribution to GPE. In the horizontal structure the
contribution is determined by the correlation between
compressibility and displacement. For the MODE
data the contribution to GPE is negative indicating
that in regions of downward displacement (positive
7T) the compressibility tends to be greater than in

The inclusion of compressibility effects in GPE
was shown in Section 6 to introduce systematic differences between GPE and APEs. Those differences
were interpreted as contributions from horizontal
and vertical gradients of compressibility , and it was
noted that - a~7T can be replaced by K7T in the horizontal term. It should also be noted that the computational algorithm calculates aZ(p 1) which differs
from a Z(p 1). Differentiating (19) yields
-dcx (pJ
1

dp

= -dcx1 (p, ) ( 1 + -d7T)
dp

dp

+ K(p ;) - K{pf) ( 1 +

~;)
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Thus a;1r can be rewritten as
~
.
d ( a;1r )
a;:(p
1 )7T = a;(p;)7T + - - dp
2
2

II

ing tha t all errors are uncorrelated from station to
station and from level to level in the vertical, and
that the variance of a; is small compared to that of
the displacement 7T. Then, in terms of sums over
the integration steps b.p , the variance of HPE is

or
aj;(p ;) = aj;(p 1) ( 1

VOLUME

2
daj;
- -7T - . (Al)

2

V(HPE)

dp

=

V[

i<l>,> (

I

11

-I I· - I

)
]
aj;1r,.. 2 b.pi

i=io•> M ~·- 1 2g
j
This expansion may also be used to evaluate the
i< l>,> [ I
.It a*2
]
L - L ~ V(7Th·2) b.p/. (A2)
contribution from horizontal gradients of compresi=i<P> M k~l 4g
j
sibility; however, errors in the determination of the
second derivative of a make it less satisfactory than Here M is the number of stations and the subscript
the simpler K7T. The corresponding differences be- j refers to the level. The variance of 7T"2 is given by
tween TGPE a nd HPE are given by
V( 7Th.2 ) = 2[V( 1rd]2 + 4( 1r~.)2V( 1r"),
(A3)
horizontal gradients:
with ( 7T" ) the ensemble of mean of 7Tb which is estimated by 7T~. itself. The finestructure variance of 7T~;
K7Tc/p"c/p'
Pr g - l
is taken to be the variance of the regression estimate
JJ
IJ'
p , which is described in section 6. (The variance of
vertical gradients:
1rt, calculated from the mean fie ld , may be larger
than the variance of 1r1,, calculated fro m the adia\12[ 7T2 dp"dp' •
- IJr g - 1 Jl'r __
batically leveled reference field , since there is efJ/J
IJ
2
fectively less averaging in the determination of 1rt.}
The contributions of these terms to TGPE between The finestructure errors in HPE are found in Table 4.
Expressions for the variance of TGPE and GPE
300 and 2500 db are given in Table 4; the contriare
most readily derived using the expansion of (a;
butions to GPE for Group Care plotted in Fig. 4.
- a 1 ) from Eq. (18). (This is because a; and a 1 are
obtained by inverting high order polynomials.) If any
2. Random errors
covariance between the terms in the perturba tion
A general expression for the variance of HPE expansion of TGPE are ignored , the variance of
(defined as in Section 9) may be derived by assu m- TGPE is then estimated as

J"'

J

K_

V(TGPE) = V

I -I

i(JJ,>
[

j=j(JJ)

{

g

I

HP,>

[

1= /(/>)

11

-I I·
M

(

a: 7T

2

k= l

a*
L -1 L ~
V(7T~; ) + L

j(IJ,.)

i = i<J>>

2

M

{

M

k= l

2

4g

2
+ _r k.1r_ ) ] !1p 1 ] b.pi } + V [ i<~>,>
I - I ( -I I,~, aj;1r 2 ) b.pi ]

/(Jt,)

l=l<v>

I [ I

2

-

g

M

I

j =j(/>)

L r
.II

2

k= l

(

I

Y(7Th·2) + V 4
M

_K

2g M

.1/

L

)

k= l

j

J

a;7T !1p, 2 b.p/

}

(A5)

k= l

Measurement errors for GPE and TGPE were calculated (following Gregg, 1979) by assuming that only
the pressure measurement error contributes to errors
in 7T~; (i.e., that temperature and salinity errors do
not contribute) and that measurement errors in a;,
and r,, may be ignored. Scarlet's ( 1974) value for the
is very nearly constant; if it is taken to be a constant, pressure error (a,, = ± 4 db) was used as the standthe variance of K7T becomes
ard deviation of 7Th' in (A5). Contributions to the
total measurement error from the error in the comV(K7T) = V(Kir) = K2V(ir).
pressibility terms were found to be negligible; hence
the measurement error in APEs is effectively the
In practice, iris not found to be exactly zero, due to
same as that calculated for GPE using (A4). The
numerical errors, so that some small contribution is
measurement error is plotted for GPE in Fig. 4, and
to be expected from the third term. The variance of
tabulated for TGPE in Table 4.
2
iris estimated as (ir) • Values of the finestructure
errors for TGPE are found in Table 4 and for GPE in
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shifts of mass (because volumes of fluid elements are not conserved ) that do not change enthal py or Internal energy. The
potential energy changes are examined separately by coq>utlng
available gravitational potential energy (GPE) per unit mass
and total GPE (TGPE) per unit area.
A technique for estimating GPE In the ocean is developed
by In troducing a reference density field (or an equivalent specific volume anomaly field) that Is a f unction of pressure only
and Is connected to the observed fie l d by adiabatic vertical
displacements. The full empirical equation of state for seawater Is used In the computational algorithm. The accuracy of
the estimate is limited by the data and sampling and not by t he
algorithm itself, which can be made as precise as desired.
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Available potential energy (APE) Is defined as the difference between total potential plus Internal energy of a f lui d
In a gr avity fie l d and a corresponding reference field in which
t he fluid ld redis tribut ed (leveled) adiabatical ly to have a
constant s tably-stratified densities along geopotenti al surfaces . Potential energy changes result from l ocal shifts of
fluid mass relative to geopotential surfaces tha t are accompanied by local changes of enthalpy and internal energy and global
shifts of mass (because volumes of fluid elements are not conserved) that do not change enthalpy or In ternal energy. The
potential energy changes are examined separately by coq>uting
available gravitational potential energy (GPE) per unit mass
and t ota 1 GPE (TGPE) per unit area.
A technique for estimating GPE in the ocean Is developed
by Introducing a reference density field (or an equivalent specific volume anomaly f ield) that Is a function of pressure only
and 1s connected to the observed field by adiabatic vertical
displacements. The full empirical equation of state for seawater Is used In the computational algorithm. The accuracy of
the estimate Is limited by the data and sampling and not by the
algorit hm itself, which can be made as precise as desired .
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